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41 Joy, Meaning and How to Love Your (work) Life
What’s true success? How about spending your days doing what
feeds your heart, your brain, your stomach – and your soul. Meet
nine people who found the magic.

42 Bert and John Jacobs are creating a mini-empire
selling good vibes. Life Is Good – really. BY JENNIFER SOONG

44 The Worthwhile Interview: Organic-food pioneer
Alice Waters BY GILDA RACZKOWSKI

48 Kenneth Cole has designs on changing the world.
BY SUSAN M. SOPER

52 Can anybody really be as upbeat as IBM’s Ann
Cramer? BY FRANCINE KAPLAN

54 Internet innovator Charles Brewer builds his next
dream company. BY ANITA SHARPE

56 How a cab ride changed Victoria Hale’s destiny.
BY JENNIFER SOONG

60 Ex-McKinsey consultant Tim Zak found his career
passion watching late-night TV. BY PAULETTE THOMAS

64 Laura Arrillaga has had a five-year strategic plan since
middle school; here’s how it’s playing out. BY LINDSEY GERDES

FEATURES

38 When Bad Companies Happen to Good People
You’re talented (and unindicted) and you did some of your best
work for a tainted company. See how these executives handled it.

66

WorkLoad Is it possible to have a happy life if you hate
your job? BY RENNIE SLOAN
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70 8 Principles to Drive Profit Without Selling Out
Companies with high values outperform the S&P 500; here’s the roadmap on how to become one. BY DAVID BATSTONE AND CYNTHIA SCOTT
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28 Phase Two. You can lose a great job, but find something
much more important. BY CONSTANCE BARKLEY-LEWIS

30

Tech Life. An “analysis of the heart” sometimes reveals
more opportunity than a spreadsheet. BY TOM PETZINGER

32 Advice. Should you ever take a pay cut? How important is
corporate culture? How to move past anger when you’re fired.
GAIL EVANS answers.

34 Money.

Subliminal thoughts can wreak havoc with prosperity and happiness. Here’s how to recognize and reframe them.

19

BY GEORGE KINDER AND SUSAN GALVAN

36 Personal Space. Which is the “real” you – the nice
person at home or the jerk in the office? BY DAVID WEINBERGER

40 What’s Next. Occasionally the universe sends us “goosebump moments,” inviting us to become even greater versions of
ourselves. BY REBECCA RYAN

86 Health & Wellness. How one patient created the
Bonehead Challenge to take more control and laugh his way
through a tumor.

88

From the Front Lines. A teacher finds purpose
“all begins in childhood;” a college student sizes up his parents’
two divergent career paths.

92 Tom Peters. Find a fellow freak! Pursue quests! Life is sales!
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17 Honest Tea’s Seth Goldman and his seven rules of business.
18 Celeb View: “We are seeing a powerful sea-shift of changes,”
says Robert Redford.

19

Working With Style: The objects and experiences that inspire
Sara Blakely.

20

Spirituality at Work: “Joy and work are meant to go together,”
says Matthew Fox.

21 Hour Life: A work day in the life of BlackPlanet.com’s Omar Wasow.
22 Former Microsoftie John Wood shares his recipe for finding
his work passion – and cooking Nepalese Chili Chicken.

24 Seven accomplished people weigh in on: “What’s the best
advice you ever received and who gave it to you?”
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Gadgets: A long commute can be a grind, but the right toys
help make it (almost) fun.

29

The Gallup Page: Asking the right questions of employees
and customers
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TOOLBOX

75 Virtual Beachwalk: How Stacey Davis Stewart jogs her brain.
76 Start Now! Following these six steps can put you on the
path to fulfillment.

78 Dr. No: Winning over the consistently negative boss.
79 Design Matters: Your office environment is more important
than you may think.

80

Cause and Effect: Tying your marketing to a cause can
make 1+1=3. Here’s how to do it right.

82 Volunteering: It’s great for the needy organization and great
for you – unless it’s a terrible fit.

84

Cut the Fat. How to pare your monthly costs and get your
vendors to help.

85 Juggling It All. Frank Petrilli talks about organization,
optimism and enhancing his company brand.

90 Page Turners: 15 favorite book picks from people who live
by information and ideas.

and get musically inspired to conquer – or save – the world.

8,10 From the Editors: The Worthwhile mission and vision.
14 Contributors

“Work is where people’s
lives are really played out.
More than in church,
this is where we pour our
blood, sweat and tears.”
– Matthew Fox, page 20

ON THE COVER
No Photoshop here: Brothers Bert and John Jacobs, founders of Life Is Good,
each tower over 6-feet tall. But Bert, who once jumped over six standing
people, has no problem leaping over his brother on a Boston city street.
Photograph by Allison Shirreffs
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94 Book Excerpt: The vision of BET founder Robert Johnson.
98 Start You Up: Load up the Jukebox, crank up the volume

